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INT. CAVE - HYENA DEN - DAY

The eyes of TUNDURU, queen of the hyenas open and stare with 
deep rooted intention. She stands on her hind legs and with 
her natural black fur coat, she is large, regal and 
domineering. 

She uses a sharpened rock to cut one side of her scalp to 
clean and accentuate her mohawk. 

TABORA, the young prepubescent daughter to Tunduru steps 
forward to watch and study her mother’s regal movements. 

Tunduru cleans the other side of her mohawk. It cuts her. 
Tabora GASPS. It may have been on purpose. 

With blood still on the remainder of the rock, she hands it 
over to Tabora. Tabora makes the gesture to daintily remove 
the blood. 

TUNDURU
No, my young princess. Never. The 
blood stays on the rock. 

Tabora looks at the blood in confusion. 

Tunduru raises Tabora’s cheek.

TUNDURU (CONT’D)
One day, when you’re old enough to 
be named queen, you’ll understand. 

Tabora takes the rock and slips it into her leather shoulder 
holster. 

YAOUNDA enters, not realizing she interrupted her queen. She 
is Tunduru’s second in command, a new age combat veteran. She 
wears her scars on her face, shoulders and back side. 

YAOUNDA
My queen. He comes. 

TUNDURU
Do you want to watch the battle?

TABORA
I want to fight.

TUNDURU
Your time will come. But not yet.

Tunduru leads Tabora through the long cave where various 
hyenas get ready for the war of all wars of this POST 
APOCALYPTIC ANIMAL KINGDOM. 
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Tabora looks around and the scene is frightening if not 
intimidating:

- One hyena files her claws. She WINKS at Tabora as the young 
princess walks by. 

- Another uses her teeth to strap a set of extra long lion 
claws on top her own.

- Another straps on an ALLIGATOR LEATHER ARMOR around her 
neck. 

- A few others dons ANTELOPE, BUFFALO AND WILDEBEEST HORNS. 

- Others smear mud on their face.

- Some even pray.

Tunduru continues to walk on all fours with Tabora along the 
long cave. As they march, more and more Hyenas, heavily 
armed, joins in behind them. 

Tabora looks around and sees all the insanely carefree calm 
looks in their eyes. Some have a sinister revelry in them.

ARUSHA, Tunduru’s mother comes in on the other side of Tabora 
and paces with the both of them. She’s a retired queen with 
unmatched battle scars that includes a missing eye.

ARUSHA
Perhaps you can keep Tabora back 
here with me. It might be too 
dangerous for her to be out there. 

TUNDURU
She needs to learn not be afraid of 
bloodshed. 

ARUSHA
But what if it’s our blood that’s 
shed?

TUNDURU
That is exactly what she needs to 
see, mother. You of all people 
should know this.

Tunduru ignores her and continues to march. 

Arusha hangs back as everyone continues on as well.

ARUSHA
(to herself)

Oh, dear. 
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EXT. OPEN PLAINS - DAY

The hyenas, stand on their hind legs and assemble outside 
their den in silence. The land is baron, decrepit and nearly 
absent of vegetation. 

They form a half circle around their opponents, TWO MALE 
LIONS who are on all fours. 

One is KINDU, the oldest post-pubescent son to Kahuzi. He is 
already large in stature - nearly three times as big as the 
largest hyena. His manes braided for battle and he dons armor 
made from HIPPOPOTAMUS LEATHER.  

The other is KING KAHUZI. He is easily twice the size of 
Kindu. His armor is minimal - just a VEST made from VULTURE 
FEATHER. He is a glorious looking animal. 

Tunduru stands in the center of the ginormous hyena clan. 
Tabora stands close to her.

TUNDURU
Tabora, stand off to the side with 
Yaounda. 

YAOUNDA
But, my Queen. I am your second.

TUNDURU
This may be a trap. No harm must 
come to her Tabora. If I should 
fall, I trust no one but you to 
protect her until she comes of age. 

YAOUNDA
Yes, my Queen. I live to serve.

Kahuzi and Kindu do a ritualistic brushing of the ground back 
with their hind legs. 

KAHUZI
Stay close. Back to back. We’ll 
fight them off as long as we can.

KINDU
Yes, father.

Kahuzi ROARS.

TUNDURU
(calls out)

Is this it, King? Is this your so 
called army or did you forget what 
kind of war you are fighting? 
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KAHUZI
(calls back)

I promised you a battle of honor. A 
battle among warriors. Not a bunch 
of mug-racks and petty pats. 

TUNDURU
Your reign is over, King. The 
hyenas are the new rulers of this 
land. Now and forever.

KAHUZI
Is that so? Well, by the laws of 
our ancient grudge, we are met on 
my challenge to rid the land from 
these deviants, these sneak thieves 
who encroach upon our lands, steal 
our food and attack our young. By 
the spirits of our great ancestors, 
when this battle is over so will be 
the hyenas. Forever. 

TUNDURU
By the laws of our ancient grudge, 
I accept the challenge of the so-
called Super Pride, who horde the 
land to themselves and harass us at 
every hunt. And the paw that ever 
tries to lay us down again will be 
swiftly torn off!

She roars.

All the hyenas crouch down on all fours and growl. 

Kahuzi ROARS. 

KAHUZI
(screams)

Then let this day be of final 
reckoning. 

All the hyenas YAP and make ugly FACES. The sound is 
deafening.

TUNDURU
(screams back)

And so it is. Charge!

All the hyenas charge as Yaounda holds back and impatiently 
watches over Tabora.

The two factions collide and create a cloud of dust that 
engulf the entire battle.
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Kahuzi and Kindu swipe at the onslaught of hyenas knocking 
them down one at a time. 

From Tabora’s and Yaounda’s POV, they struggle to see through 
the thick dust cloud.

TABORA
Yaounda, what’s going on? I can’t 
see anything.

YAOUNDA
I don’t know. 

Yaounda’s paws grip the ground as she fights against the urge 
to want to jump into the melee. She sees a safer place for 
Tabora to watch. 

YAOUNDA (CONT’D)
Come Tabora. Stand over here.

Tunduru hits Kahuzi with a blindside hit to his jaw. Kahuzi 
is only slightly stunned. He spits out blood. 

KAHUZI
Is that all you got?

As he squares off with Tunduru. 

She stands poised with a snarky smirk. A hyena flies in from 
the side. Kahuzi grabs it with one paw and slams it into the 
ground. The hyena YELPS. 

Kahuzi is about to deliver a lethal blow but is knocked off 
balance by a flying kick to his face. 

Tunduru rolls out after the kick to Kahuzi.

TUNDURU
There’s plenty more where that came 
from. 

Kahuzi searches for Kindu but the dust makes it impossible to 
see anything.  

A short distance away and barely visible to Kahuzi, several 
hyenas tag team kicks and blows on Kindu. As Kindu swipes and 
misses at one, another comes in from the blindside and knees 
him in the jaw. 

As he swipes again. Another comes in with a blow to the 
cheek. 

Swipe. Miss. Body blow. 
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